
We Enable Circular Tech

Technical services

IT Asset Disposition (ITAD)
Bring new life to used devices

Benefits:
Data Security 
Our data erasure solutions guarantee complete, 
compliant data sanitization every time. Each 
data- bearing device receives a certificate of 
erasure or certificate of destruction.

How does 
it work?

Foxway IT Asset Disposition (ITAD) makes it easier 
for you to bring new life to used assets in an 
environmentally friendly way, and profit from them. 

The service makes us unique as the only provider in 
our region that globally handles the entire lifecycle 
of tech devices. Our biggest motivation is ensuring 
that devices provide higher value for your business 
for as long as possible.

Reports and insight 
We grant our customers full access to the Foxway Partner Portal, 
achieving full control over their returned devices, both from an 
environmental-, economical-, and regulatory perspective.

Effective logistics 
The customer dictates the delivery flow and packaging options 
in a self-service solution through our Partner Portal. Equipment 
delivery and pick-up are scheduled at a time convenient for the 
customer.

Resale 
Our strategy is to extract the highest potential value from 
your used devices, by giving them multiple lifecycles through 
redeploying within the organization, or resale on the secondary 
market.
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Order a container of 

your choice
The devices will be 

picked up and delivered 
to our premises

Devices are decided 
whether they should be 
refurbished or recycled

Financial settlement 
available in Partner 

Portal

Financial sharing model 
With Foxway our customers achieve a positive 
use of money in the form of quarterly settlements.

Om ni ändrar texten här 
så se gärna till att hela 
innhållet är någorlunda 
centrerat vertikalt. Inte 
för mycket text!

Bild:
När ni väljer bild, tänk 
på att välja en i bra 
upplösning då dokumentet 
kanske printas innan det 
läses.

Omslag
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We have our own inhouse system and platform that combines all data. 
Foxway Partner Portal gathers all parts of the ITAD process in one place to 
ensure good performance and experience.

Foxway Partner Portal are providing a comprehensive overview of all submitted equipment and 
data erasure documentation. It also provides environmental reports, where the environmental 
savings are documented for our partners. These reports can be integrated into their ESG 
(Environmental, Social and Governance) reporting.
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